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Summer is winding down, and the year is more than halfway gone. So let’s take a quick look back at the journey you and TBN have been on so far in 2019.

- At the beginning of this year, we declared this “The Year of the Overcomer” as we brought you wisdom from Dr. David Jeremiah on how to rise above every challenge and circumstance.
- In March, we brought you Bill Johnson with keys to experiencing breakthrough by bringing “heaven to earth.”
- In May, we invited Pastor Robert Morris to share a roadmap for living a life “beyond blessed.”

And that’s just a few of the stops along our road so far. Now, as we head into fall, and ultimately the holidays, we’re all about helping you “overcome” and experience “breakthrough” and be “beyond blessed” in your physical health.

... **God wants us to operate in wisdom and understanding concerning our bodies, especially since they’re dwelling places of the Holy Spirit.**

Of course, we believe that God still operates in miraculous healing power today. Here at TBN we expect it, we pray for it, and we consistently
see many testimonies of it. But we also know that God wants us to operate in wisdom and understanding concerning our bodies, especially since they’re dwelling places of the Holy Spirit. (See 1 Corinthians 3:16; 6:19.)

No matter your age, no matter your current physical condition, there are practical steps you can take to feel better and stronger. And some good friends of TBN are ready, willing, and able to take you by the hand and walk you through those steps!

We want to introduce you to one of those expert friends.

DEFEATING CROHN’S DISEASE

Jordan Rubin has periodically appeared on TBN for years. He shares the wisdom of established science, ancient history, and Biblical truths to reveal the principles critical to a healthier, happier you.

Jordan learned these principles when he was diagnosed with Crohn’s disease, an incurable disease of the digestive tract, while in college. It nearly cost him his life. He would also learn his diet was a likely factor in contracting the disease. He also learned the massive amounts of antibiotics and anti-inflammatory drugs he received actually made matters worse.

Refusing to let the disease win, Jordan searched the world for a better way. This began his personal journey of healing through the ancient principles for longevity—lost through time, but absolutely necessary for becoming and staying healthy—using proper nutrition through natural foods and supplements. He has gathered many of these principles and shared them in his book Patient Heal Thyself.

As Jordan says in his book, “If I had to boil my message down to one sentence, it would be this: No matter what health challenges plague you today, there is hope for an answer. It’s time to get armed with powerful truths from our Creator.”

What truths from our Creator may empower you to live with less pain? What changes in your thought life could set you on a path toward wholeness?

When we are intentional about following His wisdom principles, we live fuller, healthier lives.

God created the world with us in mind and created us to thrive and prosper when we do things His way. When we are intentional about following His wisdom principles, we live fuller, healthier lives. And we’re able to serve Him better and longer. >>

Don’t you know that you yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit dwells in your midst? 1 CORINTHIANS 3:16
This month, we’re sharing something special with you, as part of our TBN family. We’ll begin a journey to bring you Jesus-honoring, Biblical principles that align with the way God created your body. We believe you will find a pathway to supernatural health and wellness. As our faithful partners, we know you understand that our efforts to reach the world must also include meeting the physical needs of those who are hurting.

**The truth of Scripture can bring restoration not only for our souls, but also for our earthly bodies.**

As we deliver the hope and grace of Jesus around the world, we are also providing hope for those discouraged by chronic illness. The truth of Scripture can bring restoration not only for our souls, but also for our earthly bodies. As we embark on this journey toward health, we encourage you to share these messages of hope for wellness with both Believers and those who may not yet know the Lord. We are reaching new audiences with these timeless principles, straight from our Creator, the ultimate Physician.

We encourage you to be on the lookout all this month for TBN programs designed to maximize your impact for Jesus by maximizing your physical well-being. And be sure to check out the special resources from Jordan Rubin and Andrea Thompson that we’ve selected especially for you to help you be well as, together, we carry the Good News about Jesus, the Healer, to others.  

---

**JOIN US ON THE JOURNEY**

We want to walk alongside you on your journey to a better you, so all this month we’ll be sharing encouraging words and practical tips.

---

Be sure to check your email and TBN’s social media pages for more!
YOUR TBN IS BECOMING even BETTER

Catch these new original TBN series this fall!

BEYOND BLESSED

Pastor Robert Morris is known around the world for his bestselling original message, *The Blessed Life*, and the sequel, *Beyond Blessed*. In this series based on his new book, Pastor Robert teaches the keys to a life without financial stress: generosity and stewardship.

YOUR BEST LIFE NOW

The bestselling book *Your Best Life Now* remains the signature work by Joel Osteen. Learn more about living at your full potential through Joel’s new series this fall, based on the revised and expanded version of this timeless book.

ONE ON ONE

Kirk Cameron is back with some exciting new guests and familiar faces! Tune in to see how God is working in and through people from all different walks of life.

Download the TBN App to your favorite device or watch online at watch.tbn.tv.
70 A.D.

Roman soldiers broke through the walls to destroy Jerusalem this month in A.D. 70, an event which Jesus Himself prophesied. Tradition holds that the Roman conquest was the same day of the year that saw the destruction of Solomon's temple around 587 B.C.

1492

Christopher Columbus set sail for a western route to India this month in 1492. His quest for treasure and discovery of the “New World” are well known, but his self-proclaimed ambitions to spread the Gospel of Jesus have often been hidden in history.

1741

George Frideric Handel secluded himself in his home this month in 1741 to begin writing his masterpiece Messiah. After completing it in just 24 days, he confessed, “Whether I was in the body or out of my body when I wrote it I know not.”

Something NEW for you at tbn.org!

TBN cares about you, our valued partners. We are committed to providing you resources that equip you as Believers. Now we’re making it easier than ever, by gathering our ministry resources in one convenient location.

FIND RESOURCES AT tbn.org/offers

Partners share why they love supporting TBN:

- Share the Hope and Grace of Jesus: 94.5%
- Hear Teaching from TBN Ministries: 84.2%
- Receive TBN Resources: 75.6%
- See News & Culture from a Christian Perspective: 73.5%
- Learn About Healing: 71.5%
- Receive Prayer: 64.3%

“TBN was, is, and will be there in the times when no one else is, with a word of love from God.” —TBN Partner

Praise 86.4% of you said Praise was your favorite show on TBN.
God Used the Adversity of Cancer for Her Greatest Blessing!

“You have cancer.”

Once you hear those three words, life is never the same. For Andrea Thompson, they were a wake-up call that changed her life forever—for the better!

Now her mission is to share the revelations behind her miraculous delivery from cancer to a new life of health, wellness, and freedom.

Andrea went from struggling with extreme obesity, living as a victim of abuse, and being crushed by a cancer diagnosis that gave her only a year to live, to living a life of health, happiness, and hope. Her life has become a testimony of miraculous healing.

Yours can too. If you’re ready for lasting transformation in your health and life, request How I Beat Cancer.

We Hear You!

WHAT ARE PARTNERS SAYING THEY APPRECIATE ABOUT TBN? Here are a few remarks we received:

“TBN restores my faith in Jesus Christ.”

“TBN was the spark that lit my spirit.”

“TBN restores my faith in Jesus Christ and how it is presented in the spirit of excellence in all they do!”

“TBN restores my faith in Jesus Christ and how it is presented in the spirit of excellence in all they do!”

Matt & Laurie with TBN partners at a recent event.

Blynda Lane (left) hosts Andrea Thompson (right) on a special Praise episode.
YOUR JOURNEY Continues Here!

PATIENT HEAL THYSELF

Jordan Rubin gathered the ancient secrets to natural health as designed by our Creator. He shares these secrets with you in Patient Heal Thyself: A Remarkable Health Program Combining Ancient Wisdom with Groundbreaking Clinical Research.

Our “thank you” this month only, with your gift in support of TBN’s global mission.

HOW I BEAT CANCER & BE HEALED

Andrea Thompson sought and received God’s wisdom in response to a terminal cancer diagnosis. In her book How I Beat Cancer, she shares how she was healed in 90 days—and how you can have better health through the lessons she learned.

The Be Healed devotional is a testament of God’s love and His will for you to live in divine health. Full of Scriptures, faith confessions, testimonies, and insights from many of your favorite Bible teachers, this devotional will help you grow stronger in your faith as you gain confidence in God’s healing promises for you.

3 WAYS TO GIVE
Your gift is spreading the Gospel worldwide!

MAIL check or card
PHONE 800.201.5200
ONLINE tbn.org/newsletter

PATIENT HEAL THYSELF

How I Beat Cancer, Be Healed devotional, PLUS the breakthrough Patient Heal Thyself, all yours in thanks for your gift of $120 this month only.

How I Beat Cancer, Be Healed devotional, PLUS the breakthrough Patient Heal Thyself, all yours in thanks for your gift of $120 this month only.

TBN NETWORKS

PRAYER LINE: 1-888-731-1000 (toll-free in U.S. and Canada) / International: +1-714-731-1000
EMAIL YOUR COMMENTS TO: comments@tbn.tv EMAIL YOUR PRAYER REQUEST TO: prayer@tbn.tv
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TBN, PLEASE GO TO TBN.ORG OR WRITE TBN AT PO BOX 316, FORT WORTH, TX 76161-3160